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1. What is ALT Crypto Network 

A blockchain project with the ambition to solve the bridge problem between 

fiat currency and cryptocurrency which has long been an issue of how difficult 

cryptocurrency is accepted by many countries. This project is also expected to 

be able to solve the problem of crossing bridges between networks which are 

considered to still have the potential for infiltration and theft of crypto assets 

in the middle of the road. 

Implementation of the Proof of Stake consensus mechanism as implemented 

in several networks still has some unresolved problems and obstacles so we 

have developed several parts so that they can be close to perfection. 

ALT Crypto Network is prepared to solve some cross-network problems and 

provide the best solution to be able to connect multiple networks without 

having to additional costs and do not use hot wallets to cross over to other 

networks. 

 

2. What is ALTCRYPTO 

A crypto tokens on top of the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network whose 

ecosystem is growing very rapidly. This token is not intended to just play 

capital gains but to connect real businesses into the crypto world. ALTCRYPTO 

was built to provide financial benefits to its holders so that power of the 

whales does not have a negative impact on retailers with dump and pump 

games. 

2.1  There are many mechanisms to get ALT Crypto, that is : 

 ALT Crypto tokens are obtained by completing several tasks and can be 

claimed at any time by members without having to wait for the airdrop 

disbursement when the reward amount reaches the minimum claim. A 

number of tokens will be allocated as airdrops within a certain time and 

in several activities to build and develop the community.  

 ALT Crypto will do a fair launch to provide an opportunity for early 

investors who want to join in building the ALT Crypto project and get 

more benefits in the market. 
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 ALT Crypto has a reflection function that provides more benefits to each 

member who hold their ALT Crypto in the ALTC WALLET and other 

crypto wallets that can be used to store ALT Crypto such as Trust Wallet, 

Metamask, Bitget and other crypto wallets. Reflection will be 

distributed automatically in the amount of 1% (one percent) of every 

ALT Crypto sold on Decentralized Exchange without having to complete 

any tasks so that it will be very profitable for anyone who keeps ALT 

Crypto in their wallet. 

 ALT Crypto will be sell in crypto exchange, so that members who want 

to increase their portfolio can buy ALT Crypto on the crypto exchange 

and can sell their ALT Crypto on the crypto exchange. 

 

2.2  Token Identity 

 Name  : ALT Crypto 

 Ticker  : ALTC 

 Total Supply : 10.000.000.000 

 Decimal  : 18 

 Network  : BSC 

 Tax Fee  : 3% (SellFee) 

 Smart Contract : 0xB8927b3ee00e9AdEd1431fEeA6975795403873eF 

 

2.3  Token Allocation 

 35% Fairlaunch 

 30% Decentralize Exchange (DEX) 

 10% Centralize Exchange (CEX) 

 5% Burn 

 5% Airdrop 

 5% Project Development 

 5% Marketing 

 5% Developer 

 

2.4 Tokenomic 

 Buy Fee Reflection 0% 

 Buy Fee Marketing 0% 
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 Buy Fee Burn 0% 

 Sell Fee Reflection 1% 

 Sell Fee Marketing 1% 

 Sell Fee Burn 1% 

 

2.5 List of Developer Wallets 

 Developer  : 0xB0F969d7B93Cc11B9a479F094C058889a3B8b94F 

 Marketing  : 0xcF6f7A848CD569d3C6BfcbFCaCe6823C030b7450 

 RnD  : 0xB755b615bB04C909Fa14fEd429eD49aB5Bb86167 

 Pool Buy  : 0x19F8208f8dBCf7aEAda8A44f1A94457Db619cE60 

 

3. What is ALTC Wallet 

ALTC Wallet is a crypto wallet and digital wallet that are combined in one 

platform so that it is possible to purchase digital products, top up digital 

money, pay various bills and shop using crypto assets stored in the wallet. The 

ALTC Wallet can also store cryptocurrencies from various networks making it a 

utility not only for the ALT Crypto Network but also for several other 

blockchain networks. 

For each income from ALTC Wallet project, 20% will be distributed to each ALT 

Crypto Staking participant with ALTC Token as a form of appreciation and 

participation in building the ALT Crypto Network project. Amount of reward 

received is calculated from amount of ALT Crypto that is at stake. 

 ALTCryptopay Work System So That It Can Bridge Cryptocurrencies Into 

Payment Tools 
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4. What is ALT Crypto Card 

ALTC Wallet users will also find it easy to transact their crypto assets through 

ALT Crypto Card which can be used anywhere through a third party working 

with the ALTC Wallet developer. ALT Crypto Card is a Debit Card whose 

balance will be taken from every crypto asset that is exchanged into fiat 

through the ALTC Wallet platform without having to staking crypto assets. 

ALT Crypto Card can be used at any merchant that cooperates with the ALT 

Crypto Card issuer through an Electronic Data Capture (EDC) machine. ALT 

Crypto Card cardholders can use their cards in any country by placing their fiat 

balance in local currency so there is no need to think about conventional fiat 
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currency exchange. Limits for daily card spending vary and are determined by 

the type of card used and cardholders will receive many additional benefits 

through programs being implemented by the card issuer ALT Crypto Card as 

well as programs implemented by the ALTC Wallet manager. 

 

5. What is ALTCryptoX 

ALTCryiptoX is a decentralized crypto exchange market and is listed on the ALT 

Crypto Network, thus ensuring the security of crypto assets being traded 

without fear of liquidity issues. ALTCryptoX uses the spot trading feature so 

that each user can determine the selling price and purchase price as desired 

so that trading crypto assets on the ALTCryptoX platform is expected to be a 

security solution for trading crypto between blockchain networks that is more 

transparent, decentralized and profitable because every crypto asset from 

other networks will go through the gateway to be tradable on ALTCryptoX. 

 

6. What is ALT Crypto Vacation 

An ambitious project to manage several tourist attractions to be visited and 

enjoyed by travelers from all over the world. ALT Crypto Vacation will 

collaborate with several managers of existing tourist attractions to be 

developed and managed professionally so as to provide financial benefits for 

ALT Crypto Vacation as well as local residents. 

ALT Crypto Vacation will provide an interesting experience for its service users 

where all people can visit and enjoy tourist attractions managed by ALT Crypto 

Vacation. We will make crypto enthusiasts and non-enthusiasts comfortable 

with all the facilities we provide. 

ALT Crypto Vacation service users can use fiat currency or crypto currency in 

transactions at ALT Crypto Vacation tourist sites so as to provide a sense of 

comfort and convenience for all parties. All ALT Crypto Vacation internal 

payment activities will use ALT Crypto as an alternative means of payment so 

that it can increase the demand for ALT Crypto. 
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For each income from ALT Crypto Vacation project, 20% will be distributed to 

each ALT Crypto Staking participant with ALTC Token as a form of appreciation 

and participation in building the ALT Crypto Network project. Amount of 

reward received is calculated from amount of ALT Crypto that is at stake. 

 

7. What is ALTCrypto Travel Agent 

If generally online travel agent platforms only accept fiat as a means of paying 

for each product and service, then ALTCrypto Travel Agent will accept crypto 

assets as an alternative means of payment on its platform. Every user will get 

an interesting experience in every trip and vacation without having to 

exchange their crypto assets first. ALTCrypto Travel Agent will provide flight 

ticketing, hotel vouchers, tourist attractions and car rental services by 

accepting various types of crypto assets and fiat currencies as means of 

payment. 

For each income from ALTCrypto Airways project, 20% will be distributed to 

each ALT Crypto Staking participant with ALTC Token as a form of appreciation 

and participation in building the ALT Crypto Network project. Amount of 

reward received is calculated from amount of ALT Crypto that is at stake. 

 

8. Roadmap 

Q3 – 2023 Launch Website 

 Launch Crypto Wallet V1 

Airdrop 

ALTC Minting 

Fair Launch 

DEX Listing 

Launch ALTC Wallet 
Q4 - 2023 CEX Listing 

 Launch ALTCrypto Travel Agent 

E-Sport Competition 

Charity Event 

 

Q1 - 2024 Global Partnership 
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 CMC Listing 
Launch ALTCryptoX 

E-Sport Competition 

Charity Event 

Q2 - 2024 International Event 

 Launch Testnet Blockchain 

E-Sport Competition 

Charity Event 

Q3 - 2024 ALT Crypto Vacation 

 ALTC Vacation Partnership 

Global Partnership 

E-Sport Competition 

Charity Event 

Q4 - 2024 ALTC Vacation Global Partnership 

 International Event 

E-Sport Competition 

Charity Event 

Q1 - 2025 International Expansion 

 International Event 

E-Sport Competition 
Charity Event 

Q2 - 2025 ALTC Vacation Global 

 International Cooperation 

Global Marketing 

Launch ALTCrypto Card 

E-Sport Competition 

Charity Event 

Q1 - 2026 Soon… 

  
  
9. Utilitas 

 Crypto Wallet 

 Travel Agent 

 Staking Program 

 Debit Card 

 Decentralize Exchange 

 Vacation 

 Next Generation Blockchain 
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10. Legal Disclaimer 

Please study the following legal disclaimer section in full. It is incumbent upon 

an individual or entity (which henceforth shall be inclusive) to comply with all 

legal, financial, tax and all other laws and to consult with a certified 

professional before making any pertinent decision. All information contained 

here is in no way exhaustive and does not constitute in part or whole any 

contractual relationship, explicit or implied. It is our full intention that the 

information in this whitepaper is accurate and up to date. However, all such 

information and materials including but not limited to products, services, 

technical architecture, token distribution and company timelines are subject 

to change at any time without notice and can never be considered part of a 

binding agreement or professional advice. New information will be made 

available for private and public contributors and may appear outside of this 

whitepaper and is subject to all rules outlined in this disclaimer. 

This whitepaper does not bind or compel any individual to enter into any 

contract, contribution, purchase, or binding legal commitment. Furthermore, 

no sales, contract, cryptocurrency or any form of payment can be accepted 

based upon this whitepaper. In addition, this whitepaper does not have any 

capacity to render any of the aforementioned as binding legal commitments 

to the contribution of the whitepaper or any pertinent expectations This 

whitepaper does not constitute any form or opinion which can be considered 

advice or solicitation including but not limited to purchasing our token, nor 

shall it be considered to play apartinany effect leading to-and including a 

contract or investment decision. 

The whitepaper has not been examined or approved by any regulatory 

authority or legal firm. All information in this whitepaper is not subject to any 

law and cannot be taken under any regulatory or legal authority or any rules 

of jurisdiction. It is here by announced that its publication, distribution and 

dissemination do not apply to any laws, regulatory requirements or rules. 
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11.Information and Communication Media 

 Email  : support@altcryptonet.com 

 Website : www.altcryptonet.com  

 Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqe9o7vKKZVMqZaU0yOwncA 

 Twitter : https://twitter.com/ALTcrypto01 
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